were obtained for both the Ti and the Fe sites.
Densities of States and Calculated E X-Ray Spectra of TiFe D. A. Papaconstantopoulos" ¹valResearch Laboratory, TVashington, D. C. 20375 (Received 20 August 1973) Densities of states and & x-ray emission and absorption spectra from both components of a 50-50 intermetallic compound TiFe were calculated using results of self-consistent energy-band calculations. The calculated x-ray spectra agree well with experiment.
In recent years, self-consistent band calculations have been performed for many monatomic materials and some compounds in which only one component is a transition metal. ' Several x-ray emission spectra and a few absorption spectra' have also been computed using the results of nonself -consistent band calculations.
In the present work the augmented plane-wave method (APW)' of band theory was employed to calculate, self -consistently, the energy bands and wave functions of an intermetallic compound between the 3d transition elements Ti and Fe. Slater %e consider the Hamiltonian =Q;S~;(-, 'p, '+-, 'q +k;q, i).
Here q; is a two-dimensional vector whose com-
